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Harnessing the power of agile development
We leveraged agile development to integrate multiple business lines to a new PLM platform and 
achieve our strategic business objectives faster.



Our Business Situation, Circa 2014



First:  Defining business objectives
Accelerate 
design 
collaboration

Establish core 
foundations for 
product data

Maintain 
traceability 

Enable internal 
and external 
collaboration 
models  

Enable multiple 
manufacturing 
models



Accelerating innovation using agile development

collaborative



Product engineering and supply chain



Industry leading standards and business processes 

Capabilities Weaknesses

StrengthsStandards

Principles of Agile



Creating a development roadmap



Building OnePDM using agile methodology



The agile governance structures
Governance board

Met quarterly

• Reviewed execution plans
• Reviewed the roadmap
• Reviewed recommendations
• Assessed impacts

Steering committee
Met weekly

• Includes all stakeholder leads, including 
vendor leaders

• Provided core business group decision-
making

• Provided program guidance
• Drove change management

Development teams
Met daily

• Provided functional and technical 
decision making

• Ran program activities
• Reviewed and approved solutions



Develop 
roadmap and 
dependencies

Estimate 
effort and
capacity

Capture 
Weighted 

shortest job 
first (WSJF)
and impact

Review
scenarios

Identify 
initiatives

Create features and 
product backlog items 
(user stories) for sprint 
planning

Using agile development to continuously deliver….

Roadmap: Prioritized Scenarios; Consistent ReleasesMVP 
Release

Accelerated Results:  Working PLM Platform in less than 8 months

Bi-Weekly SprintsR0



Benefits



Benefits



Lessons Learned and Best Practices

Stakeholder 
Engagement

• Continuous business engagement and active 
participation.

• Involve all stakeholders in the governance 
bodies, from business end user sponsors, 
technology teams, and vendors.



Lessons Learned and Best Practices

Focus on 
Business 
Outcomes

• Be ready to adapt to significant change to 
priorities, functionality, and scope, as long as 
they align with the long-term business 
outcomes which are not as likely to change.

• When working across multiple product 
groups, focus first on understanding and 
solving business process and people and then 
on technology.



Lessons Learned and Best Practices

Document 
processes

• When process and system documentation 
existed, agile development sprints had better 
momentum.

• Identifying the best direction and solution was 
difficult when documentation was sparse.



Lessons Learned and Best Practices

Consider 
industry 
standards

• Adopting standards has far-reaching effects, 
because all product groups need to align to 
and adopt them.

• Industry standards were evaluated to see how 
they could benefit.

• By reviewing and understanding existing best 
practices, reasoned decisions on adoption 
and rejection were possible.



Lessons Learned and Best Practices

Maintain agile 
momentum

• Agile development emphasizes daily 
collaboration.

• Teams can consider features and test, retest 
pass, and fail fast on a daily basis.

• Requires commitment and timely feedback 
from users.



Lessons Learned and Best Practices

Treat product 
data as an asset

• Wide collaboration and engagement is an 
opportunity to consider new complex 
improvements enabled by data.

• Enabling users to have visibility to data drives 
efficiency in speed and decision making.



For more information, access our white paper here: 
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/mt670602.aspx

We are accelerating Microsoft’s newest devices to 
market on our new platform


